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Location: sofa, living room, apartment in Sweden, somewhat busy and noisy with people around me 
but not too bad. 

Let me try a new kind of report, whereby I create the elements listing in concise form but no body 
of text. 

The green airy treetop is the only initial element I find. 

2:07 PM Secondary stage. 

Light and airy we are up in the air. 

2:49 PM I could go further with the probing stage but I choose to end it here. 

Feedback: The target is a green gecko lizard sitting on a wood branch. The green color is there, the 
branch that I felt as the scratchy wood under the green (I failed to write that properly in my report 
that the scratchy was like tree because I thought I was preventing logic from using the green to 
making it have wood branches underneath it.) I really had a brain, and now I think that I really did, I 
even recall seeing the brain stem very clearly, I should have reported properly the brain as an 
element and known that I have an animal somewhere. The V-shape is recognizable as the shape of 
the snout of the animal. This session shows a good correlation to target feedback and shows a good 
solid strong connection or grasp to the target, my only problem is that I ended this session 
prematurely rather than probing the elements more thoroughly. The report could have become 
much better than it did, but overall it went well. 

2:58 PM End session and notes. 

ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Green fluffy foliage on the ground, jungle like. It is fluffy and reaches upward, I feel like we are in 
the trees. Very light and spatious and airy, not dense or solid. 
SE. Feels like a balloon, airy and floaty and light. Filled with air. There is something scratchy 
underneath it. Looks like a mushroom cloud explosion, or looks like a brain. Very light and delicate. 
Feels soft to the touch. Very light and floaty and airy. Not a sphere shape, but a brain kind of shape. 
SE. It feels wet on the inner surface of the green. The green floats like an inflated balloon filled with 



air. There is gas inside the element. A bouquet of flowers. 

SE. Something scratchy underneath the green floaty element. 

SE. Flat V-shaped forked path that is flat against the ground yet makes this "photo" look like we are 
seeing it downward from a top view. The V-shape makes me think of it being a "nose". The nose is a 
pinched point where the two bars of the V meet, there is a pinching taking place there which feels 
like a tight nose. 


